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How to reach the resources

➔ www.JaredOLeary.com
◆ Presentations

● Engineered Inequality and Rethinking our Relationship to CS
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http://www.jaredoleary.com


What’s the plan?
● Who am I?
● Beyond a digital divide
● What is engineered inequality?
● Rethinking our relationship to CS
● Exploring resources and examples
● Let’s talk and continue to reflect
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https://www.tiktok.com/t/ZTdESRLUK/?k=1


● All grades K-20+
● Experience in both music education                   

+ computer science education
● Director of Education & Research at BootUp PD
● Link to my CV is on my website

Jared O’Leary
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https://bootuppd.org/
https://jaredoleary.com/vitae


Beyond a digital divide
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K-8 Technology -> Coding
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Is this equitable?
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Does this close the digital divide?
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Maybe
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What is 
engineered inequality?
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Some examples of engineered inequality

� Short video: Why left-handers can't use right-handed scissors

� Short video: This 'Racist soap dispenser' at Facebook office does not work for black people

� Short article: 'The Computer Got It Wrong': How Facial Recognition Led To False Arrest Of Black Man

� Longer article: Racist in the machine: The disturbing implications of algorithmic bias

� Book: Algorithms of Oppression: How Search Engines Reinforce Racism
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https://youtu.be/sy4d8lQ669g
https://youtu.be/YJjv_OeiHmo
https://www.npr.org/2020/06/24/882683463/the-computer-got-it-wrong-how-facial-recognition-led-to-a-false-arrest-in-michig
https://read.dukeupress.edu/world-policy-journal/article-abstract/33/4/111/30942/Racist-in-the-MachineThe-Disturbing-Implications
https://nyupress.org/9781479837243/algorithms-of-oppression/


http://tpack.org/


Critiquing from a safe distance
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https://www.google.com/search?q=dci+drumline&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS920US920&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj79paelL34AhXNDEQIHejQC8EQ_AUoAnoECAEQBA&biw=1234&bih=951&dpr=1


http://jaredoleary.com/drum


http://jaredoleary.com


http://jaredoleary.com/drum


http://tpack.org/


https://www.google.com/search?q=dci+drumline&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS920US920&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj79paelL34AhXNDEQIHejQC8EQ_AUoAnoECAEQBA&biw=1234&bih=951&dpr=1


Critiquing close to home
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https://studio.code.org/s/20-hour/stage/2/puzzle/2


Types
� Crossdisciplinary
� Interdisciplinary
� Interdiscipline
� Integrated
� Metadisciplinary
� Multidisciplinary
� Pluridisciplinary
� Transdisciplinary

Integration styles
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Relationships
� Affective integration
� Co-equal integration
� Social integration
� Subservient integration



Images of curriculum

Curriculum as content or subject matter
Curriculum as a program of planned activities
Curriculum as intended learning outcomes
Curriculum as cultural reproduction
Curriculum as experience
Curriculum as discrete tasks and concepts
Curriculum as an agenda for social reconstruction
Curriculum as currere
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Curricular venues

Intended curriculum
Taught curriculum
Experienced curriculum
Hidden curriculum
Tested curriculum
Null curriculum
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Some podcasts on integration

Integration miniseries (I’d listen in the following order)
The Subservient, Co-equal, Affective, and Social Integration Styles and Their 
Implications for [Computer Science]
Images of Curriculum
Contemporary Venues of Curriculum Inquiry

Music integration episodes
Intersections of Popular Musicianship and Computer Science Practices
Reconceptualizing “Music Making:” Music Technology and Freedom in the Age of 
Neoliberalism
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https://jaredoleary.com/csk8feed/123
https://jaredoleary.com/csk8feed/123
https://jaredoleary.com/csk8feed/125
https://jaredoleary.com/csk8feed/126
https://jaredoleary.com/csk8feed/121
https://jaredoleary.com/csk8feed/134
https://jaredoleary.com/csk8feed/134


http://tpack.org/


https://www.kaporcenter.org/equitablecs/


Rethinking our 
relationship to CS
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https://www.pinterest.com/pin/295900637998602210/
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/295900637998602210/
http://www.92west.org/gallery-b-fremont-public-schools-elementary-schools-select-show/
http://www.92west.org/gallery-b-fremont-public-schools-elementary-schools-select-show/


https://news.psu.edu/story/610440/2020/03/02/arts-and-entertainment/local-high-schoolers-keep-arts-alive-march-exhibit


Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Sequential design



Rhizomatic design

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/9b/Social_Network_Analysis_Visualization.png


Interconnected practices from my dissertation

Composition practices

Performance practices

Maker practices

Coding practices

Entrepreneurial practices

Visual art practices

Community practices 

https://jaredoleary.com/publications/a-corpus-assisted-discourse-analysis-of-music-related-practices-discussed-within-chipmusicorg


Affinity space characteristics
1 - Affinity spaces share a common endeavor
2 - Affinity spaces are not segregated by age
3 - Affinity spaces are not segregated by experience
4 - Affinity spaces encourage, but do not require, active participation
5 - Interaction transforms content within an affinity space
6 - Affinity spaces encourage both intensive and extensive knowledge
7 - Affinity spaces encourage individual and distributed knowledge
8 - Affinity spaces encourage dispersed knowledge
9 - Affinity spaces encourage and honor tacit knowledge
10 - Affinity spaces encourage a multitude of engagement
11 - Affinity spaces have multiple routes to status
12 - Leadership is porous and leaders are resources

Affinity spaces podcast episode
Affinity spaces chapter
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https://jaredoleary.com/csk8feed/89
https://jaredoleary.com/publications/affinity-spaces-and-music-education


Some examples of hardware modifications

� Video: I Turned a 1920's Typewriter into an EDM Drum Machine

� Video: Music Machines at Scratch Day MIT

� Video: BEAT JAZZ by ONYX ASHANTI

� Images: Hardware modifications shared within my dissertation

� Playlist: Hardware practices
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https://youtu.be/zbZ-oUly3QQ
https://youtu.be/InOOIevnsNQ
https://youtu.be/8bJsxIeg5iQ
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/53a6f319e4b053cbaa73ea8a/t/5c167d764d7a9c14f0162778/1544977795491/A+Corpus-assisted+Discourse+Analysis+of+Music-related+Practices+Discussed+within+Chipmusic.org.pdf#page=298
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7dVsD-fLcAP0EC1dkXgEqzwYptqQF7XE


Exploring resources 
and examples
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� TK - How might we modify or create technologies for (and with) the students 
we work with?

� PK - How might we engage in pedagogical practices that encourages multiple 
ways of learning and engaging with CS within a shared space?

� CK - How might we modify content designed for scale to better align to the 
interests and goals of the individuals we work with?

Reflection + Q&A
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Join the Virtual Community 
to connect all year long

Love this session? Continue the conversation!


